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Asking For A Raise
Worksheet™
I know what it's like to feel underpaid. You
don't have to live your life that way. If you
deserve a raise ask for one! I used this
system to get a 10% raise! So sit down and
fill this out and you will be confident and
ready to ask for the raise you deserve!

I do it for love,
Dia
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Step One Evaluate
Take a second and thing about the things you've
accomplished in your position. What are some ways
you have helped the company? How have you
helped the company? Have you helped cut down
expenses? Have you bought in new business? Did
you create a process that simplified something that
made business run smoother? Did you go above and
beyond or educate yourself on your own time to
improve your work performance? Workshops or
classes. Try to list at least 3.

1.________________________________________
2.________________________________________
3.________________________________________
4.________________________________________
5.________________________________________
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Step Two Brainstorm
Think of 3 ideas to improve the company or your role in it. Be
specific. Have an idea that would cut the budget of your
department 10% go into detail about how. Think your
company should replace a current tool with another one? Find
data supporting one over the other.
1._______________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
2._______________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
3._______________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
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Step Three Figure Out Your
Role
What is your job title?
_______________________________________________
Do you do jobs that wouldn't traditionally fall under your job
title. For example: Are you an account recuriter but also
handle accounts longer than you should (account
managment)? Are you doing multiple jobs? What are those
job titles.
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
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Step Four Research
Go to the Bureau of Labor Statistics and find out what the
median pay for your position is in nationally and in your state.
_______________________________________________
What are the median salaries of the other jobs you perform?
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
What is that total pay?
_________________________________________________
How does your current pay compare to the average for your
positon?
_________________________________________________
.
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Step Five Task Lists
Make a list of everything you do on a daily basis. Nothing is
too small for this process, you can cut out things you feel are
irrelevant later. Example: Taking out trash, answering
phones, editing copy, etc. Write on the back if you need more
room.
_______________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
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Step Six Determine How Much
of An Increase Will Satisfy You
First remember it's okay to aim high but be realistic.
Remember depending on your pay rate a 5% raise may only
be an extra $40 or $50 a month after taxes so try to pick an
amount that will actually make you happy when you get your
check. Visit PayRaiseCalculator.com to get a break down on
how this potential pay increase would look hourly, weekly,
monthly and annually. Play with this and try different
percentages.
What amount are you asking for (highest)?
_______________________________________________
What amount are you hoping for (lower)?
_________________________________________________
What's the lowest amount you would be happy with?
_________________________________________________
When asking only mention the highest but go in mentally with
the compromise of a lower amount you would still feel happy
with.
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Extras
Look for any Work History References to add to your value. If
you have emails or letters of praise from fellow coworkers or
clients don't be afraid to share them in your report. When
presenting don't talk about them just leave them for your boss
to discover or read at their own leisure.
Work History References
_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________
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Putting The Report Together
Your Raise Report should be in the following order.
 Accomplishments
 Work History References
 Ideas with backup data
 Job role and activities
 Official Raise Request with Payraise Calculator for reference
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Tips For The Meeting
Tell your boss that you want to set up a uninterrupted time to
discuss your role, ideas and expectations.
Avoid telling them that this is a meeting about a raise because
they will come into the meeting with their defenses up.
By following this pattern you are leading with your strengths
and reminding them of just how awesome you are and how
great at your job you are.
Look your best that day.
Get rest the night before.
Print copies for your boss (or bosses) and for yourself. You
should be very familiar with the content and only use it as a
reference, do not read the report for them word for word.
Try to get a time frame for when you can expect an answer
from them at the end of the meeting so that you aren't waiting
with no idea.
Be sure to make the copies look professional, use the
company colors and logos.
Good luck and let me know how it goes!
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